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❍ What the ACT is Like ❍
How long is it?
It is long. In fact, it is almost 3.5 hours in length when you include the “optional” essay. It consists of 2
hours and 55 minutes of multiple choice testing, split into four tests, plus one 40-minute essay.

•
•
•
•
•

Section 1: English Test - 45 Minutes, 75 Questions
Section 2: Mathematics Test - 60 Minutes, 60 Questions
Section 3: Reading Test - 35 Minutes, 40 Questions
Section 4: Science Test - 35 Minutes, 40 Questions
Section 5: Essay - 40 Minutes

What’s on it?
• English
• Grammar
• Editing and Rhetoric
• Logical Flow
• Math
• Arithmetic
• Algebra I and II
• Geometry
• Trigonometry
• Reading
• Reading Comprehension
• All long Passages (5+ paragraphs in length)
• Science
• Not much science!
• Identifying and interpreting information from various charts, graphs, and tables
• Sorting through differing opinions on a topic
• Essay
• Always on a contentious issue. The prompt presents three perspectives which you need to
analyze. You also need to come up with your own perspective on the issue.
1

How’s it scored?
• Total score: 36
• Each section is given a scaled score between 1-36, which is converted from your raw score
• The scores of the four multiple choice sections (English, Math, Reading, and Science) are
averaged to give you your composite score (max of 36)

• The essay is out of 12
• In addition to your essay score and composite score, you will receive a combined English/Writing
scaled score (out of 36)

• There is no penalty for guessing! Yep, wrong answers don’t hurt you. So don’t leave any
questions blank!

Some Pros and Cons at a Glance
Pros

Cons

Essay is manageable

Pretty severe time crunch on Reading and Science

Essay does not count toward your overall score

Upper level math: coordinate geometry,
trigonometry, etc.

Math and Reading are very straight forward

English tests a lot of punctuation

Science does not require much scientific
knowledge

A comfort with scientific type writing is required

No pure vocabulary quizzing

Need to memorize a lot of math formulas

How do your results get to the colleges you are applying to?
• You arrange where scores are sent through the ACT’s website.
• As part of the cost for registering to take the test, the ACT will allow you to send your scores to a
few schools. But additional schools will come with additional costs.

• Do not forget to register for the test! We cannot sign you up for the ACT. You must take
care of this.

• Do you have to write the essay? Yes, at least once.
• Can colleges read your essay? Yes.
• Will the college you are applying to superscore your multiple ACT results? Most colleges do, but
do some research to find out for sure whether the school you are applying to does or doesn’t.
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What’s a good score?
It all depends on what your goals are. What are some schools you would like to go to? What sort of
scores do those schools take?
School

Score

Ivy League

33+

Just below Ivy League

31+

Duke

30-34

UNC - Chapel Hill

27-32

NC State

23-28

Appalachian State

22-26

UNC - Greensboro

21-25

UNC - Pembroke

18-21

Write in a few of your own…

What scores do they require?

Look up online the score ranges for each school you are considering and use that information to
establish your target score.

A good score is meeting the goal that you set for yourself!
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What determines performance on the ACT?

What percentage of test performance is determined by intelligence? That’s right, 0%!
What does this pie chart tell us?

• You do have a lot of control over your success on this test. While each student’s ingoing academic
skill level may vary, every student can strive to make sure that the remaining 70% of performance
factors in this pie chart are hitting optimal levels.

• You have to own your test prep program.

here to help in every way possible, but,

ultimately, you have to commit yourself to this process, invest your energy, and make time to
study.

• Psychological aspects are just as important as mastering test content and strategies. While we
will spend ample time working on content and strategies for the test, we must never forget to
continually check in on our mental status.
Think about the hours… You are getting a good deal!

• Time spent on ACT prep: _____________________
• Time spent on everything else that matters for college
admission: __________________________
5

❍ Test Psychology ❍
Mindset
How do you react when you can’t figure out a problem?
Your Mindset Right Now: Mindset Profile

6

Mindset Assessment Profile Total: ________

What your Mindset Profile Number Means
If your profile number falls
into this range:

Then your mindset assessment profile is:

8-16

You strongly believe that your intelligence is fixed—it doesn’t change
much. If you can’t perform perfectly you would rather not do
something. You think smart kids don’t have to work hard.

17-24

You lean toward thinking that your intelligence doesn’t change much.
You prefer not to make mistakes if you can help it, and you also don’t
really like to put in a lot of work. You may think that learning should
be easy.

25-32

You haven’t really decided for sure whether you can change your
intelligence. You care about your grades, and you also want to learn,
but you don’t really want to have to work too hard for it.

33-40

You believe that your intelligence is something that you can increase.
You care about learning and you’re willing to work hard. You do want
to do well, but you think it’s more important to learn than to always
score well.

41-48

You really feel sure that you can increase your intelligence by
learning, and you like a challenge. You believe that the best way to
learn is to work hard, and you don’t mind making mistakes while you
do it.

7

The Two Mindsets
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Understanding the Growth Mindset

• The brain—your mind—is a muscle that can be strengthened with effort. Yep, intelligence,—
intellectual, emotional, social—can be improved by applying yourself to meaningful and focused
tasks. Arnold Schwarzenegger was not born with his biceps. Through thousands of reps, he built
them. Albert Einstein was not born with an innate capacity for understanding physics. His genius in
the field is the result of committed practice. As Einstein himself puts it, “It is not that I’m so smart.
But I stay with the questions much longer.”

• A fixed mindset thinks that the brain has reached its potential. Mistakes are not opportunities for
growth, but are indications of limitations. A mistake demonstrates that you’ve peaked, that there
will be no improvement beyond this point. The fixed mindset thinks that Schwarzenegger was
benching 350 lbs from the cradle because it can’t imagine that when Schwarzenegger started
lifting, he could only do 100 lbs. It thinks that Einstein’s first words were, “e=mc2.” Obviously,
such thoughts are absurd. There is no such thing as peaking when it comes to your brain’s
capabilities. Keep doing reps, and it will strengthen!

• Grit, perseverance, and patience are the three best friends of a growth mindset.
• Start celebrating effort, not results!
Mistakes, big or small, are not your enemy. They are your friendly instructors who provide you with
opportunities for growth. Don’t shut down or become frustrated when you get something wrong.
Instead, maintain a growth mindset. Because hey, in truth, everybody gets stuff wrong on this test. But
not everyone makes the most of their mistakes. Be the one who makes the most of your mistakes. It’s
easy to have success swag. But the most successful actually have a lot of slip-up swag. Sport your slipup swag!

Can you think of moments in your own life when you approached something with a growth
mindset and it paid off? What about vice versa?
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❍ Grand Strategies ❍
Practice. A Lot.
• Set goals, make a schedule, and treat practice tests like they are the real thing. Form habits.
• Don’t always practice for several hours at a time. Rather, split up your practice into smaller
portions of time over multiple weeks.

• Don’t get frustrated by mistakes. Remember, they are opportunities. Make better mistakes
tomorrow.

Get Motivated.
• Remind yourself often that you can get better.
• In the words of Aziz Ansari, “Treat yourself.”
• Keep reflecting on how awesome college will be.

Pace Yourself. Use the Order of Difficulty to your Advantage.
• If you don’t finish a section, that’s okay. Sometimes not finishing a section is the best way to
increase your score. However, make sure you leave yourself a bit of time at the end of each section
to make guesses on the problems that you didn’t have time to get to.

• Hard questions are worth the same amount as easy questions.
• It’s more important that you bank the points you certainly can than it is to get to all or most of the
problems.

• On the ACT, the Math Test does go from easy to hard. Make sure that you are doing really well on
problems 1-30 before worrying too much about problems 31-60. The Science Test does not have a
linear progression of difficulty, but it does have some passages that are harder than others. Save
those passages for last. Questions on the English and Reading Tests have a random level of
difficulty.

Guess Intelligently.
• Get rid of something before guessing, unless you are running out of time.
• There is no guessing penalty on the ACT. So don’t leave a single question blank.
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Write Everything Down.
• Don’t do the math in your head, or think you can completely remember the passage, or convince
yourself that you don’t need to circle and underline things, or do whatever bad habit you might
have.

Skip and Come Back.
What do you typically do when you are stumped by a question?

• Don’t stare at a problem for more than 10 seconds.
• Do 2-3 problems, or the rest of the section, and then come back to the problem with a Zen Mind, a
clear mind. Your brain needs a break from the confusing problem before re-engaging it. When you
come back to it, you might just see new things! With your fresh and open mind, try to notice a
word in the question you may not have seen before or an alternative way for solving the problem.

• There is no guessing penalty on the ACT, so you should not leave any problem blank. But, before
just blindly guessing when you are puzzled by a question, try skipping it and returning to it later.

Keep Perspective.
Have you struck the right balance in your perspective on this test: not too nonchalant, not too
apocalyptic?

• Is this test important? Yes. Is it the most important thing in your life? No. Does it tell you how
smart you are? No. Your score on your ACT just shows how well you’ve prepared for the test. It is
not a measure of your intelligence.

• You can always take the test again. Plus, there are more factors for college admission than just this
test.

11

ACT Math Essentials
❍❍❍
Approaches and Best Practices

Key Takeaways
Write Everything Down
Label Everything and Draw Pictures
Just Try Something
Picking Numbers
Backsolving

12

❍ Layout and Approaches ❍
Layout
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple choice, 60 questions, 60 minutes
Order of difficulty: easy to hard
A mixture of arithmetic, algebra I and II, geometry, statistics, and trigonometry
Mostly straightforward questions
Each question is worth the same amount, so pace yourself

Approaches
• Mindset matters
• Even if you believe otherwise, you actually can do a lot of these problems. All you have to do
is get used to the test and the kind of questions it asks. You’ll walk away from your time with
with the know-how you’ll need for these problems. So, believe that you can solve them.

• Remember that mistakes are opportunities for learning, not letdowns.
• When to use a calculator
• Calculators should be used to calculate.
• Calculators should not be used to set up or understand a problem.
• How many problems you should do
• This chart gives you a picture of which problems you should be spending your time on.
• Skip and come back

Score Level

Problems to Focus On

below 13

first 15 problems

between 13-14

first 20 problems

between 15-17

first 28 problems

between 18-20

first 36 problems

between 21-23

first 40 problems

between 24-27

first 51 problems

between 28-36

all 60 problems

13

• If you get stuck at the beginning or even in the middle of a problem, then just leave it behind.
Come back to it later and maybe you’ll see something new.

• Practice
• Redo problems that you get wrong until you can do them cold.
• Take practice tests like you would take the real test.
• Practice a little every day.
• Use unconventional methods
• No one said you had to solve these problems in the old school ways. Feel free to be creative.
Draw in triangles if that helps. Make up numbers to use if that helps. Use the answer choices
to help you figure out the answer to a problem.

As we look at the following best practices and methods, keep in mind that what is confusing to you
now probably won’t be after a few weeks of practice!

14

❍ Write Everything Down ❍
Seriously. Write everything down.
•
•
•
•

Underline key information.
Circle exactly what the question is asking for.
Circle your answer once you have it. Then find it in the answer choices.
Don’t do all the calculations and equations in your head. Write out your work so that you avoid
mistakes.

The biggest difference between students who get an average score on Math and
students who get an exceptional score is the quality of their written work! No
magic beans or surgery required. If you fix your written work, you will unleash
the potential that’s been there all along.

❍❍❍
1. Michelle earns her regular pay of $8.50 per hour for up
to 30 hours of work in a week. For each hour over 30
hours of work in a week, she is paid 1 times her
regular pay. How much does Michelle earn for a week
in which she works 45 hours?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

$255.00
$278.00
$307.75
$318.75
$332.50

2. The table shows the price of different quantities of

standard-sized peaches at Andy’s Fruit Stand. What is
the least amount of money needed to purchase exactly
25 standard-sized peaches if the bags must be sold
intact and there is no tax charged for peaches?
Number of lemons:
1
bag of 8
bag of 15
Total Price
A. $9.50
B. $10.00
C. $10.50
D. $10.60
E. $11.00

$0.50

$3.50

$6.50
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3. Airplane Y averages 15 miles per gallon of gasoline,

and Airplane Z averages 40 miles per gallon of
gasoline. At these rates, how many more gallons of
gasoline does Airplane Y need than Airplane Z to make
a 1,200-mile trip?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

30
50
80
96
110

4. A formula used to compute the current value of a

savings account is A = P(1+r)n, where A is the current
value, P is the amount deposited, r is the rate of interest
for 1 compounding period, expressed as a decimal, and
n is the number of compounding periods. Which of the
following is closest to the value of a savings account
after 3 years if $15,000 is deposited at 2% annual
interest compound yearly?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

$12,600
$14,175
$15,198
$15,300
$25,920
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❍ Label Everything & Draw Pictures ❍
• If a problem provides a shape or a graph but without all of the available information labeled,
then label it yourself before you start solving the problem.

• If a problem gives you information about a shape or a graph but doesn’t give you an image,
then draw one to help you solve the problem.
Example
In the figure below,
||
||
bisects ∠BAC,
and
bisects ∠ACD. If the measure of ∠BAC is
72˚, what is the measure of ∠AEC?

A. 72˚
B. 90˚
C. 95˚
D. 108˚
E. Cannot be determined from the given information.

❍❍❍
1. Four points, A, B, C, and D, lie on a circle having a 2. Rectangle WXYZ has vertices W(4,5), X(0,2), and Y(6,-6).
circumference of 15 units. B is 3 units counterclockwise
from A. C is 6 units clockwise from A. D is 8 units
clockwise from A and 7 units counterclockwise from A.
What is the order of the points, starting with B and
going counterclockwise around the circle?

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

B, C, D, A
B, D, C, A
B, A, C, D,
B, C, A, D
B, A, D, C

These vertices are graphed below in the standard (x,y)
coordinate plane. What are the coordinates of vertex Z?

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.
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(2, -9)
(7, 1)
(8, 2)
(9, -2)
(10, -3)

❍ Just Try Something ❍
• Move that pencil and see what happens!
• Even if you feel like you have no idea how to solve a problem, just do one step you know you can
do, whether you know or don’t know if it will lead to the solution. Often, making a first step will
cause you to think of a second step, then a third step, and before you know it, you’ve solved the
problem.

• As a rule, at least take the first step for every problem you attempt.

❍❍❍
3. Hexagon ABCDEF shown below was drawn on a grid

1. If 4x = 20, then which of the following must be true?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

with unit squares. Each vertex is at the intersection of
2 grid lines. What is the area of the highlighted portion
in the hexagon, in square units?

1<x<2
2<x<3
3<x<4
4<x<5
5<x

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

4. The sides of a square are 4 cm long. One vertex of the

2. What is the sum of the first 12 positive even integers?
F.
G.
H.
J.
K

4
5
6
7
8

square is at (0,3) on a square coordinate grid marked in
centimeter units. Which of the following points cannot
be a vertex of the square?

135
140
145
156
166

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
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(-4, 3)
(0, -1)
(4, 4)
(4, -1)
(-4, -1)

❍ Picking Numbers ❍
• Not sure how to solve? Try making up some numbers to use for the problem and see if that will
work.

• When picking numbers, be sure to pick smart and easy numbers. For example, if you are picking a
number to work with on a percentage problem, try using the number 100.

• The Picking Numbers strategy will work on many different kinds of problems. The strategy will
always work on problems that have a variable or variables in the question and the same variable or
variables in the answer choices. For these, though, make sure to try your result on every answer
choice.
Example 1

Example 2

In square ABCE shown below, D is the midpoint of
. Which of the following is the ratio of the area of
△ADE to the area of △BDC ?

If y > x, then | x – y | is equivalent to which of the
following?

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

1:1
1:2
1:3
1:4
1:8

x+y
y-x
−
x-y
–(x – y)

❍❍❍
1. The width of a rectangle is 5 times the length of a smaller
rectangle. The 2 rectangles have the same length. The
area of the smaller rectangle is X square units. The area of
the larger rectangle is X square units. Which of the
following is the value of X?
F.
G.
H. 1
J. 5
K. 25

2. A number is decreased by 30% and the resulting number
is then increased by 40%. The final number is what
percent of the original number?
A.
B
C.
D.
E.

100%
70%
98%
95%
102%

Stuck? Try using the
picking numbers strategy!
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❍ Backsolving ❍
• Sometimes you can just use the answer choices to help you solve the problem. But before you do
this, make sure that you know what the answer choices are representing in the question.

• It’s wise to typically start with the middle answer choice (C or H) and then work your way up or
down the list accordingly.
Example 1

Example 2

For 2 consecutive integers, the result of adding the
smaller integer and doubling the larger integer is 56.
What are the 2 integers?
A. 18, 19
B. 19, 20
C. 20, 21
D. 16, 17
E. 22, 23

A rectangle has an area of 48 square feet and a
perimeter of 32 feet. What is the longest of the
side lengths, in feet, of the rectangle?
F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

8
12
6
4
16

❍❍❍
1. What is the least common multiple of 70, 80, 90 and

2. For all positive integers y, what is the greatest common

100?

factor of the 2 numbers 120y and 150y?

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

70
100
420
200
250

5
15
y
30y
50y

Stuck? Try using the
backsolving strategy!
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❍ Picking Numbers & Backsolving Practice ❍
20 Minute Math Section
15 Questions
1. If a and b are real numbers such that a > 1 and b < -1,

4. Chris has decided to go into the business of producing and

then which of the following inequalities must be true?
A.

selling cabs. In order to begin this venture, he must invest
$8 million in a cab production plant. The cost to produce
each cab will be $5,000, and the selling price will be
$15,000. Accounting for the cost of the production plant,
which of the following expressions represents the profit, P,
in dollars, that Chris will realize when x cabs are produced
and sold?

>1

B. | a |2 > | b |
C.

−5>

−5

D.

a2 + 1 > b2 + 1

E.

a-2 > b-2

A. P = 20,000x – 8,000,000
B. P = 10,000x – 8,000,000
C. P = 7,985,000x
D. P = 20,000x
E. P = 10,000x

5. For what value of x would the following system of

2. What is the least common denominator for adding the
fractions , , and

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

equations have an infinite number of solutions?
8x – 10y = -14
4x – hy = -7

?

A. 2
B. 4
C. 5
D. 8
E. 14

30
60
90
120
1,000

6. For all real numbers a and b such that the product of b

3. Which of the following expressions has a positive value

and 5 is a, which of the following expressions
represents the difference of b and 5 in terms of a?

for all a and b such that a > 0 and b < 0?
F.

− +

A.

G. a + b

a-5

B. 5a - 5

H. b3a

C.

J.

5(a -5)

D.

K.

E.

21

−5

11. As shown below, rectangle ABCD is divided into 2

7. If a > 1, then which of the following has the HIGHEST

large squares (labeled L) each a inches on a side, 15
small squares (labeled S) each b inches on a side, and
13 rectangles (labeled R) each a inches by b inches.
What is the total area, in square inches, of ABCD?

value?
F. √
G. √2
H. √ •
J.
√
K. a • a

8. Uptown Cable, a cable TV provider, charges each

customer $150 for installation, plus $30 per month for
cable
programming.
Upwtown’s
competitor,
Downtown Cable, charges each customer $100 for
installation, plus $40 per month for cable programming.
A customer who signs up with Uptown will pay the
same cable programming for how many months?
F. 4
G. 8
H. 12
J. 16
K. 20

F. 2a + 13ab + 15b
G. 6a + 16b
H. 2a2 + 15b
J. 2a2 + 8ab + 15b2
K. 2a2 + 13ab+ 15b2

9. When z = a4, which of the following expressions is
equivalent to -z?
F. (-a)4
G.
-a4
H.
-a
J.
-a-4
K.
a

12. What are the real solutions to the equation: |
8 + 12| = 5?

F.
±1
G.
±7
H.
1 and 7
J. – 1 and – 7
K. ±1 and ± 7

10. What polynomial must be added to 2x2 – 3x + 5 so
that the sum is 3x2 + 7?

A. x2 + 3x - 2
B. x2 - 9x + 2
C. x2 + 3x + 2
D. x2 + 9x - 2
E. 2x2 - x + 2
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13. In the figure below, ABCD is a square. Points are

15. For every positive 2-digit number, a, with tens digit t

chosen on each pair of adjacent sides of ABCD to
form 4 congruent right triangles, as shown below.
Each of these has one leg that is twice as long as the
other leg. What fraction of the area of square ABCD
is not shaded?

and units digit u, let b be the 2-digit number formed
by reversing the digits of a. Which of the following
expressions is equivalent to a + b?
F. 11(t + u)
G. 11(u + t)
H. 11t – u
J. 11u
K. 0

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

14. In teaching a lesson on the concept of thirds, Ms.

Lisa uses a divide-and-set-aside procedure. She starts
with a certain number of colored disks, divides them
into 3 equal groups, and sets 1 group aside to
illustrate 1/3. She repeats the procedure by taking the
disks she had NOT set aside, dividing them into 3
equal groups, and setting 1 of these groups aside. If
Ms. Lisa wants to be able to complete the divide-andset-aside procedure at least 4 times (without breaking
any of the disks into pieces), which of the following
is the minimum number of colored disks she can start
with?

F.
G.
H.
J.
K.

12
15
27
54
81
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ACT English Essentials
❍❍❍
Approaches and Best Practices

Key Takeaways
Reading Aloud (In Your Head)
Reading Your Choices Back Into the Passage
Following the Directives
Predicting and Scanning
Pacing
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ACT English Cheat Sheet
1. Period = Semi-colon = Comma + conjunction (FANBOYS)
2. colon = dash
3. 2 commas = 2 dashes = non-essential clause (can be crossed out)
4. Colons: for lists or explanations. Need complete sentence before.
5. Could/would/should/might HAVE, not OF
6. No comma before or after a preposition
7. Comma before it, he, she, they = WRONG
8. WHO is for PEOPLE, WHICH is for THINGS, WHERE is for places
9. Who vs. Whom: “Who” can be replaced by “he/they.” “Whom” can be replaced by
“him/them.”
10. Always underline NOT, LEAST, EXCEPT.
11. Shorter is better.
12. Read before and after the sentence if unsure.
13. OMIT/DELETE = usually right.
14. Transitions: cross out the word and decide whether it’s continue, contradict, or causeand-effect, THEN look at answers.
15. Add/Delete: Reread paragraph, state topic in your own words. Keep sentence if it is
directly relevant to topic, otherwise delete.
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❍ Layout and Approaches ❍
Layout
•
•
•
•

Multiple choice, 5 passages, 75 questions, 45 minutes
Random difficulty
Mixture of grammar, editing, and rhetoric questions
Timing: if you are going to finish the whole section, then you need to go at a 9:00 minute per
passage pace

• However, each question is worth the same amount, so pace yourself

Approaches
Read the Whole Text, Pronouncing Each Word in Your Head, Answering Questions
as you Go

T
e
xt

• Speed is not the name of the game here.
• No need to skim or skip parts of the passage, even if nothing is underlined in a particular part.
Read it all because some questions are about large portions of the passage. In other words,
context could make a difference.

• Read each sentence in your head as if you were reading it out loud: don’t skip any words and
go at a steady pace. This will help you hear when things are off.

• Answer each question as it comes.

T
eT
xt
e

Example
T
T
e
T
xt
e
While reading it thoroughly and slowly, what
xt
e
Right
away
in
the
west
of
Ireland
lies
a
tiny
hamlet
called
xt
sounds off to you?
xt
Kraighten,
it is situated, alone, at the base of a low hill.
Far around there spread a waste of bleak and total
inhospitable country; where, here and there at great
intervals, one may come upon the ruins of some long
desolate cottage—unthatched and stark.
What do you think some people might miss if
they are reading very quickly?
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On Grammar Questions—the ones without instructions—Read Your Answer
Choice Back into the Passage

• The best way to double check your answer is to read it in the context of the passage. So, take a
moment to do so once you’ve decided on your answer.
Examples
Yet; in spite of its desolation, my friend

66. F. NO CHANGE
G. Yet, in spite of its desolation,
H. Yet, in spite of it's desolation,
J. Yet; in spite of it's desolation,

66

Tonnison and I had elected to spend
our vacation there. He had stumbled on
the place by mere chance the year previously,
during the course of a long walking tour,

67. A. NO CHANGE
B. discovering
C. was discovering
D. will discover

and discovered the possibilities for the angler
67

in a small and unnamed river that runs
past the outskirts of the little village.

On Editing & Rhetoric Questions—the ones with instructions—Follow the
Directives as Closely as Possible

• These sorts of questions can be tricky because they are not really testing grammar. Instead,
they are testing how carefully you can communicate ideas.

• Grammatically speaking, multiple answer choices will sound fine. But you need to find the
answer choice that best fulfills the directives given in the question.
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Examples
I have said that the river is without

70. Given that all of the following choices are true,
which of the following most vividly describes the
mysteriousness of the area?

name; I may add that it is very difficult to
70

find.

A. NO CHANGE
B. only a small number of tourists come here every year.
C. no map that I have yet consulted has shown
either village or stream.
D. it is strewn with rocks and boulders.

What directives does this question give?
Which answer choice satisfies those directives?

In the 1980s and 1990s, biologists found that

71. Given that all of the choices are true,
which phrase best matches the organisms
described in these two sentences?

microbial life has an amazing flexibility for
71

surviving in extreme environments — niches that

F. NO CHANGE
G. average ability to survive
H. unusual inability to survive
J. unremarkable ability for surviving

are extraordinarily hot, or acidic, for example —
that would be completely inhospitable to complex
organisms. Some scientists even concluded that
life may have begun on Earth in hydrothermal
vents far under the ocean's surface.

What directives does this question give?
Which answer choice satisfies those directives?
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Predict Your Answer Choices Whenever Possible, Scan the Answer Choices for
Clues When You Need To

• For grammar questions, it’s always helpful when you can fix the sentence on your own before
looking at the answer choices.

• If you are not sure what the underlined portion of the text is testing, then you can glance at the
answer choices for clues.
Examples

A Few More Tips…

• Whenever you see “OMIT/DELETE” as an answer choice, give it a really good look. That choice
is often, though not always, correct.

• Concision does matter. If there are two grammatically correct answer choices, but one is shorter,
then pick the shorter option.

• Skip and come back! Remember, you are allowed to skip a problem if it’s giving you trouble.
However, come back to the skipped problem(s) before moving onto the next passage.

• Go at a 9:00 minute per passage pace. But make sure that you actually spend 9 minutes on the
passage.
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❍ Grammar Essentials ❍
The 10 Rules of Commas
Memorize these!
1. Use a comma to s

t t

l

nts in

s i s (three or more things), including the last

two.
"He hit the ball, dropped the bat, and ran to first base.
2. Use a o

littl

on n tion (and, but, for, nor, yet, or, so) to connect two independent

clauses.
"He hit the ball well, but he ran toward third base."
3. Use a comma to s t o int o

to

l

nts.

"Running toward third base, he suddenly realized how stupid he looked."
4. Use a comma to s t o

nt ti l l

nts.

"The Founders Bridge, which spans the Connecticut River, is falling down."
5. Use a comma to s

t

oo in t

ti s. (If you can put an and or a but between the

adjectives, a comma will probably belong there.)
"That tall, distinguished, good looking fellow" = YES COMMAS
"The little old lady" = NO COMMAS
6. Use commas to s t o

s st

t

ss ont st.

“Some say the world will end in ice, not fire.
7.

use only one comma between a subject and its verb.
"Believing completely and positively in oneself is essential for success." No commas
needed.

8.

o not s

o

s to s t o

ss nti l l

nts of the sentence, such as clauses beginning

with that (relative clauses).
“The book that I borrowed from you is excellent.”
9. Use a comma to s i t

t

nt

in is o s

n

ot tion.

“John said without emotion, "I'll see you tomorrow."
10.

on t

t

o

t

nt

t o no ns no n

subject or compound object.
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s s o no n l

s s in a compound

❍ Grammar Essentials ❍
What’s a Sentence and What’s in It?
Independent Clauses

• A sentence is made by an independent clause.
• Independent Clause = subject + (main) verb … that’s it!
• “I run.” ➾ Is this a sentence? __________
• Subject = __________
• Verb = __________
• “Charlie goes to the store.” ➾ Is this a sentence? __________
• Subject = __________
• Verb = __________
• “She is a really kind person.” ➾ Is this a sentence? __________
• Subject = __________
• Verb = __________
• *Don’t forget that the “to be” verbs (aka “linking verbs”) count as verbs!*
• What are the “to be” verbs? _____________________________________________
• “Eric buying decorations for the party.” ➾ Is this a sentence? __________
• Subject = __________
• Verb = __________ *An “ing” verb—a gerund or participle—by itself does not do
the job of a main verb in an independent clause.*

• How could you fix this sentence to make it an independent clause and, therefore, a
complete sentence?
________________________________________________________________

• “Eric to buy decorations for the party.” ➾ Is this a sentence? __________
• Subject = __________
• Verb = __________ *A “to ______” verb—an infinitive—by itself does not do the
job of a main verb in an independent clause.*

• How could you fix this sentence to make it an independent clause and, therefore, a
complete sentence?
________________________________________________________________
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Dependent Clauses

• Dependent clauses do not make complete sentences. They have to be attached to an independent
clause in the same sentence.

• Dependent Clause = (1) missing either a subject or a (main) verb, (2) containing a linking word
that makes it dependent

• Example: Taking after her mother, Sheila ran 12 miles every night.
• Underline the dependent clause
• Which type is this dependent clause?
___________________________________________

• Example: Jeremy, tired from exercising, sat down to watch a show on Netflix.
• Underline the dependent clause
• Which type is this dependent clause?
___________________________________________

• Example: Whereas Sheila loved to run despite exhaustion, Jeremy loved to sit back and relax.
• Underline the dependent clause
• Which type is this dependent clause?
___________________________________________

• Example: After Jeremy sat down to watch Pretty Little Liars, his mom told him about what a
great athlete his friend Sheila was.

• Underline the dependent clause
• Which type is this dependent clause?
___________________________________________

• Example: Sheila liked to run the neighborhood route, which let her pass by Jeremy’s house
multiple times during her jog, allowing her to rub in the fact that she was such a hard worker.

• Underline the dependent clauses
• Which types are these dependent clauses?
_______________________________________
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❍ Punctuation ❍
Commas
Commas, paired with FANBOYS conjunctions, separate independent clauses that
are in the same sentence.

• F = for … A = and … N = nor … B = but … O = or … Y = yet … S = so
• The conjunction comes after the comma.
Fix the following sentences:
Fix ➾ I went back to the cupcake store and I told the baker that I would no longer be his best customer.
Fix ➾ The baker cried on my shoulder, he told me to be strong.
Fix ➾ I didn’t want to cry, I broke down and told him that he would always be baking cupcakes in my
heart.

Commas link independent and dependent clauses that are in the same sentence.

• The order of the clauses does not matter.
• Do not use a conjunction when combining an independent and dependent clause with a
comma.
Fix the following sentences:
Fix ➾ Hoping that I would find the perfect snack I went to the health food store.
Fix ➾ After looking around for an hour; I decided that the health food store was the worst place in the
world.
Fix ➾ Overwhelmed with despair, and I sat in the granola aisle and wept.
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Commas separate a non-essential clause from the rest of the sentence.

• Non-essential clauses are phrases in the sentence that could be left out without really affecting
the sentence.

• On the ACT, you will usually see a comma at one end of the non-essential clause (either the
front or back of it), and you just simply need to add a comma at the other end.
Fix the following sentences:
Fix ➾ Small piles of uncapped ballpoint pens gather as if of their own accord, on my night table.
Fix ➾ Speaking of ballpoint pens the Bic Pen Deluxe, LeBron James’s latest sponsor is known for its
excellent grip and fine writing.
Fix ➾ You can find Deluxe pens, the best of all pens at every Office Max and Nike Retailer.

Commas separate items in a list.
Fix the following sentences:
Fix ➾ Red orange and yellow are Jimmy’s favorite colors.
Fix ➾ These colors happen to not only be the signature colors of Bic Pen Deluxes, but shades of these
are also the colors of such illustrious teams as the Arizona State Sun Devils USC Trojans and Florida
State Seminoles.
Fix ➾ Doing twenty jumping jacks jogging five miles, and swimming eight laps are the activities Susan
is supposed to do every weekend.
Note: Commas do have more functions than those listed above. However, the above functions are the
most commonly tested ones on the ACT.
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Semicolons
A semicolon connects two independent clauses without using a FANBOYS
conjunction.

• It is okay for there to be a transitional word after a semicolon. There are several kinds of
transition words, but here are a few examples: however, therefore, moreover, in addition, thus,
and there are more.

• Remember that you cannot have a conjunction after the semicolon.
• Remember that there must be a complete sentence on each side of the semicolon.
Fix the following sentences:
Fix ➾ The gorilla hates me, he just threw a log at me and bellowed in English, “You are a contemptible
villain!”
Fix ➾ The bouquet of bananas did the trick, the gorilla and I are now inseparable pals.
Fix ➾ Teenagers have no respect; so I will teach them a course called “Respecting Your Elders 101.”
Fix ➾ Spartacus challenged the aristocracy of Rome; a group notorious for offing upstarts.

Colons
A colon comes after an independent clause and introduces a list, an explanation, or
an explanatory quotation.

• Remember that you must have a complete sentence before a colon. But after a colon, you do
not need a complete sentence.

• Also remember that a colon can do more than just introduce a list.
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Fix the following sentences:
Fix ➾ Grimnock the Ogre demands the following foods, goats oxen and unsuspecting children.
Fix ➾ The unsuspecting child had one thing to say when he saw Grimnock, “Oh, how I wish I had been
more suspecting!”
Fix ➾ Luckily: Grimnock had already eaten and was more in the mood for a game of Monopoly than a
brunch of roast child.

❍❍❍
Keep in mind that more than just punctuation is tested on the ACT. However, of the grammatical
concepts, punctuation is the most commonly tested concept. Make sure that you have a good grasp on
proper punctuation. As we work through various English sections in the future, you should take notes
on anything that is rusty for you or that you are learning for the first time.
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Practice: Comma Conjunctions
I can’t spell to save my life; nor am I much good in the kitchen.
A
NO CHANGE
life; or
C
life nor
life, nor
I went to the town hall but I forgot my anti-sledgehammer petition.
A
NO CHANGE
hall, but I
C
hall; but I
hall. But
Latrice has no right to judge me, for she too had a pickles-on-rye phase.
A
NO CHANGE
me; because, she
C
me, consequently she
me; for she
Talk to your father, before you shave your head.
A
NO CHANGE
father; before
C
father before
father, however
I didn’t enter the White House legally, and so I’m going to have to leave now.
A
NO CHANGE
legally and so
C
legally; and so,
legally, so
Charles made her an enticing offer of sprouts and gruel yet she had to decline.
A
NO CHANGE
sprouts, and gruel, yet she
C
sprouts and gruel, yet she
sprouts and gruel; yet she
I’ll go paint the train, while you distract the conductor.
A
NO CHANGE
train: while
C
train while
train; while
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A
C

C A
fence, and I
fence: and I
fence; so I

You slept through the AP exam, because you were up all night playing online Tetris.
A
NO CHANGE
exam because
C
exam, because,
exam; because
Until he comes maybe I should just stay here on this oil rig.
A
NO CHANGE
comes—maybe
C
comes, maybe,
comes, maybe
My date has been intercepted by the entire football team; so, I think I’ll go home.
A
NO CHANGE
team; so I
C
team, so I
team. So,
He never once clipped a toenail and yet he calls himself a good guinea pig owner.
A
NO CHANGE
toenail, and yet he
C
toenail, and yet, he
toenail, yet he
We’ll go to the all-you-can-eat slaw fest after the best part of the square dance is over.
A
fest, after
fest; after, however,
C
fest; after
NO CHANGE
After Billy Bob finishes his bar fight we’ll move on to the Polka Station.
A
bar fight, we’ll
bar fight, we will accordingly
C
bar fight: we’ll
NO CHANGE
This has been ever so much fun. Yet, I need to go home and feed my cat.
A
fun; yet, I
fun, yet, I
C
fun. Yet I
NO CHANGE
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Punctuation Practice Passage

Eric Arthur Blair, who used the pen
1

name George Orwell, was an English novelist,
essayist, journalist, and critic. His work is

1. A. NO CHANGE
B. Blair who used the pen name
C. Blair; who used the pen name

marked by: lucid prose, awareness of social

D. Blair – who used the pen
name

2

injustice, opposition to totalitarianism, and
outspoken support of democratic socialism.
Orwell wrote literary criticism, poetry,

2. A. NO CHANGE

fiction, and polemical journalism. He is

B. marked, by

perhaps best known for his dystopian

C. marked by

novel Nineteen Eighty-Four and the allegorical
novella Animal Farm. His non-fiction works,
including The Road to Wigan Pier,
documenting his experience of working class
life in the north of England, and Homage to

3. A. NO CHANGE
B. widely acclaimed as are his
C. widely acclaimed as are, his
D. widely acclaimed, as are his

Catalonia, an account of his experiences in
the Spanish Civil War, are widely acclaimed;
as are his essays on politics,

D. marked, by:

3

literature, language, and culture. In 2008, The
Times ranked him second on a list of "The 50
greatest British writers since 1945".

4. A. NO CHANGE
B. on a list of, “The 50 greatest
British writers since 1945".
C. on a list of: “The 50 greatest
British writers since 1945".
D. on: a list of “The 50 greatest
British writers since 1945".

4

Orwell's work continues to
influence popular and political culture, and the

5. A. NO CHANGE

term Orwellian, descriptive of totalitarian
5

or authoritarian social practices—has entered
the language together with many of

B. the term Orwellian—
descriptive of totalitarian
C. the term Orwellian:
descriptive of totalitarian

his neologisms, including cold war, Big
Brother, thought police, Room 101, memory
hole, newspeak, doublethink, and thoughtcrime.
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D. the term Orwellian;
descriptive of totalitarian

Gil Scott-Heron: The Godfather of Rap
A

C A

C

C T

C A

A

A
A

C A

C
C A

C

A
C
A

A

C A
C
C
C
C A
A

A
C A

Small Talk at the 125th and
Lenox

Winter in America

C

Moving Target
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C

T

C A

T
The evol tion Will ot e Televi ed
A
A

A

C A

C
T

T

T
A
C
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